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Smoke and Travel ONLINE GAME project

What is Smoke and Travel now?

Smoke and Travel is the world's biggest board game, A fully colored 70x70cm
board with more than 1.700 pieces in banknotes, game cards, and product
accessories, all in the best quality.
Smoke and Travel is a game about dealing with Hash, marijuana, and other illegal
drugs and becoming THE BIG BOSS. At the start, you draw a mission card, and only
you alone know what your mission is. When that is fulfilled, you are the winner of
the game.
 In the gameplay, you shall be strategic, attentive, and sometimes partner up with
another player, as the possibilities for the outcome in the game are countless.
You’ve never played a game where you’ve had so much fun as Smoke and Travel.
It is about risky business, luxury life, excitement, competition, friendship, and
strategy -Just like the real world, but no crime and no prohibitions, anything goes !!!  

But we can make it much better - ONLINE!



 

We will make Smokeandtravel an ONLINE GAME!

We will make Smoke&Travel an online game so you can play with friends, connect
the webcam, and voice chat and play to win Smoke&Travel tokens (SAT TOKENS).

We have all the ©Copyrights to the game, we have all the designs from the game,
we have all the marketing material to go viral, WE have the DEV/programmer TEAM
to pull it together as an ONLINE board game but it costs money.
We estimate it will cost about 500.000 USD to make the beta launch, and this will
come from the token sale.
We will make a token for the game called SAT Token,(SmokeandTravel token) this
will give people the possibility to play and win SAT tokens from each other or win
from the pools in paid or free games.

We will create many different NFTs for the game and the first are already
done and ready as BONUS  if you buy SAT Token in PRESALE.



 

We make a mobile and web game app

In the first 3 months, we will develop a mobile app, which you can use in the real
game, and also gives you the possibility to play with friends and win SAT Tokens. 

The app will have functions like login, register game, add tokens to the game
and there will be a free game with “play tokens” or pay game where you play
with SAT tokens.
Before the game starts you and your friends agree on the number of tokens to
deposit to the game, and the winner gets it all, when the time has expired in the
app, or when a player has fulfilled their mission.
This app requires a real board game, and everyone who buys SAT Tokens in the
presale for a minimum of 400 USD will get a SmokeandTravel board game for
free

This app requires Smoke and Travels real board game, and all who buy 4000
SAT Tokens IN PRESALE will get a FULL Smoke and Travel board game FOR FREE. 



 

Web App full game

In the first 3-9 months, we will make the first beta version of
the full game ONLINE as a web app game, with webcams,
voice chat and you can use your meta/trust wallet as login to
the game and play for free or for SAT tokens. 

Basic gameplay for the BETA version will be:
Register, login, free or pay games, start and register a game,
set game deposits, invite friends, deposit SAT tokens,
withdraw SAT tokens, Time game or Mission game, and
webcams and voice chat.

Future development will be: 
Multiplayer, Tournament,  Jailpot,  Quick games, and much
more will be added to the game over the next years.



 

The Tokens in Smoke and Travel

The Smoke and Travel project is huge and will have unlimited possibilities for
many years. We have made a 2-year plan for what we want to accomplish during
this period.
The game itself will be amazing and people can download the game and play for
free, or use our SAT tokens if they want to play for tokens against each other, they
can shop in the merchandise shop, and many other things will be added to our site
and game for SAT token use.

If you have tried to play online poker or casino online, then you know there are
many different table setups, buy-ins, and prize pools. We will build up the same
game structure for SmokeandTravel, with tournaments, time games, mission
games, jail pots, and much more.

The SAT token can be bought on Pancakeswap after presale with a start prize at
0,15 USD per token and there will be a total supply of 100.000.000 distributed on
time-locked wallet contracts. As more and more people need the SAT token to join
pay games, the price and demand will go up. When we go public on PancakeSwap,
SAT tokens will be listed in coinmarketcap.com and coingecko.com and we will
start work to get listed on exchanges.



 

All people can download the game for free.
The mobile app and the web app have all the game features
with a free game and pay game.
Menu setup where you can choose to play for free or for SAT
tokens and Invite friends to join the game, and you will be able
to set token amount (buy-in for the prize) it cost to join the
game. You can choose to set the game as TIME GAME or
MISSION GAME.
In TIME GAME you set the hours the game shall run and the
person with the most money and stash wins the prize. 
In MISSION GAME all players shall draw a Mission card and the
person who completes the mission first, win the prize. 
Connection to Meta/trust wallet for send and receive tokens.
NFT avatars and NFT Stash is ready to launch on Binance
Smart Chain and you can get some already if you buy SAT
Tokens in PRESALE. 

1 year: Basic game



 

Multi-player games: You can create games as game host where
people can join your game by country or worldwide and you can
search and join games from other game hosts.
Jail-pot games: when you create or join a game, you can choose
the jail-pot game version where players shall pay fines with SAT
tokens. People shall deposit SAT tokens to the game before the
start, to pay for any penalty that could come in the game and the
jail-pot goes to the winner of the game.
Tournament games: There will be tournament games for free
players where they can win free SAT tokens and tournaments for
those who want to play to win SAT tokens with different buy-in,
tables, and pools.
Quick games: Choose 1-2-3 hours timestamp games with
different buy-in and prizes.
Stash and get reward: All who own SAT tokens get part of the
1% tax on each transaction
3D print of avatars characters as statue or for use in the real
game.

2 year: Multi game platform



 

Token Distribution
Total Supply: 100.000.000 SAT Tokens

Presale Price: 0,10 USD

Token distribution
Presale: 5%
Listing & Partners: 15%
Marketing: 20%
Development: 30%
Competitions: 30%

The 5% presale distribution:
40% Liquidity pool pancakeswap
20% Development
20% Marketing
20% Listing & Shipping

Pancakeswap start price will be set to 0,15 USD

Pancakeswap Trading Tax:
Dev: 2%
Prize pool: 2%
Staking pool: 2%
Liquidity pool: 4%

NFT Game ownership:
The first one who buys 100,000 SAT tokens in presale get 1 Game
owner NFT in BONUS, the next must-buy 10,000 SAT tokens more to
get his BONUS Game owner NFT = 110,000 Tokens, and this increases
up to 290,000 tokens purchases to get the last one, and there is only
20 available

If you own 1 Game owner NFT, you own 1/100 part of Smoke and
Travel online game revenue. 
Every 3 months you will get 1% of generated profit/revenue
made by table fees and NFT sales from SmokeandTravel Online
game and website.

It does NOT give a revenue share of merchandise sales and real life
board game sales sold on the website or by Trust Processing LLC 












